Sing a Song – Earth, Wind & Fire
(Key of A, 122 BPM) – Revised (end) 11/1/11

I Gtr: (A)-1X Band: [(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]-3X
[(A A/C#) (C/D C/D)]

V1 “When you feel down and out... sing a song...”
BU: [(It'll make your day) (It'll make a way)]-2X
[(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]-8X

C “Sing a song...” BU: [(Sing it)-4x... sing a song]-4x
[(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]
[(A A/C#) (C/D C/D)]-2X

Fill [(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]-3X
[(A A/C#) (C/D C/D)]

V2 (same) “Better bring your heart to believing...”

C (same)

Fill (same)

V3 (same 2-bar)-4X “Hey, darling let me call...”
(No background vocal)

C (same), but hold last (C/D) 4 bars with vocals:
“If you sing a song a day, you will make a better way. (Yeah)-8x”

Solo Piano: [(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]-2X

Outro [(A A/C#) (Bm7 Bm7/E)]
[(A A/C#) (C/D C/D)]-3X
(A-G-C-A, A, A-on upbeat)